Mayor’s Youth Commission of Tacoma
General Assembly Meeting Minutes

Wednesday, September 5, 2020
Zoom Meeting
3:00 PM

Attendees: Nate Minor, Logan Cornwell, Nathan Essman, Stella Keating, Isha, Tara Ryan, Rowan Ali, Ruby Neilson, Tara Zolfaghari, Anastasia Mark,

Staff and Guests present: Bucoda Warren, Leandra Shelton, TPS- Malik Gberno, Ayzia Regules

Call to order at 3:03pm

Opening: Attendees introduced themselves

Conversation with Malik on TPS SROs
-never given orientation on the purpose of the SROs, so it feels like it's more about fear and control rather than community or safety
-the system that they stand for makes many students of color uncomfortable
-would an orientation of why the officer is there help with comfort and understanding? It may help a bit, but the issue of fear won’t be solved.

Committee Updates -
Environmental Health Committee

Justice & Safety - Fair Vote Washington
National Voter Registration Day - Finished Campaign. Nate to pull analytics.

Education, Arts, & Culture
Completing researching for Immigration Awareness in Campaign. Committee Meeting on Sunday.

Social Health Committee
Host a zoom movie night?

- Understanding how a lot of Social Justice Issues are deeply intertwined within working groups.
- How to talk about difficult topics and make it inclusive.
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- How to present things factually
- Tools (Digital)
- Meeting Facilitation.

Building Community - Training 10/7 3-4:30pm

Meeting adjourned 3:53 PM